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Vaccination provides a powerful tool for mitigating and controlling the COVID-19 pandemic.11

However, a number of factors reduce these potential benefits. The first problem arises from12

heterogeneities in vaccine supply and uptake: from global inequities in vaccine distribution,13

to local variations in uptake derived from vaccine hesitancy. The second complexity is bio-14

logical: though several COVID-19 vaccines offer substantial protection against infection and15

disease, ‘breakthrough’ reinfection of vaccinees (and subsequent retransmission from these16

individuals) can occur, driven especially by new viral variants. Here, using a simple epidemio-17

logical model, we show that the combination of infection of remaining susceptible individuals18

and breakthrough infections of vaccinees can have significant effects in promoting infection of19

invading variants, even when vaccination rates are high and onward transmission from vac-20

cinees relatively weak. Elaborations of the model show how heterogeneities in immunity and21
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mixing between vaccinated and unvaccinated sub-populations modulate these effects, under-22

lining the importance of quantifying these variables. Overall, our results indicate that high23

vaccination coverage still leaves no room for complacency if variants are circulating that can24

elude immunity, even if this happens at very low rates.25

Introduction26

The remarkably rapid development of effective vaccines against SARS-CoV-2 opens a way for27

sustainable control of the pandemic. At best, vaccines achieve their power by combining direct28

protection of vaccinees against infection and serious disease with indirect ‘herd’ protection of sus-29

ceptible individuals by reduction of transmission. Though this combination can eliminate infection30

on local or broader scales1, two sets of forces can compromise this ideal.31

First, vaccination rates may not be sufficiently high to interrupt transmission. In the context32

of the COVID-19 pandemic, inequities in global vaccine distribution2, as well as vaccine hesitancy3
33

are significant brakes on vaccination rates at different scales. Second, the impact of the vaccine may34

be reduced by biological factors, notably immunological complexities4–7 and viral evolution6–9. We35

can illustrate these forces by reference to the simplest, most optimistic case where vaccination and36

natural infection provide lifelong immunity against reinfection. This leads to the standard SIR37

(Susceptible-Infected-Recovered) epidemic model, wherein transmission can be interrupted in a38

well-mixed population by immunizing a proportion39

(1)pc > 1− 1

R0

,

where R0 is the basic reproduction ratio of infection (the number of secondary cases caused40

by one infectious individual in an otherwise fully-susceptible population10); note that the propor-41
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tion immunized (pc) will generally be lower than the proportion vaccinated, to allow for vaccine42

efficacy. In practice, the strong and prolonged immunity implicit in this model is only seen in a43

minority of pathogens11. Gaps in the ability of natural or vaccinal immunity to block infection and44

subsequent transmission can derive from a combination of immune evasion by pathogens and the45

evolution of immune escape (classically seen in ‘antigenic drift’ by seasonal influenza12–14, and re-46

cently identified in the seasonal coronavirus 229E15). SARS-CoV-2 embodies both these pathogen47

strategies, as well as the evolution of increased transmissibility exhibited for example by the delta48

variant16.49

The dynamics of imperfect immunity are captured by epidemiological models from the SIRS50

family10, 11. In particular, the SIR(S) model gives a parsimonious and flexible accounting for the51

potential impact of imperfect and transient immunity5, 11. Two SIR(S) parameters capture current52

uncertainties about the prevalence and effects of COVID-19 vaccine breakthrough infections. First,53

ε is the relative susceptibility to breakthrough infection: ε = 0 equates to perfect and lifelong54

transmission-blocking immunity (SIR dynamics), whilst ε = 1 generates SIRS dynamics: a return55

to complete susceptibility after immunity has waned5 (note that we do not explicitly analyze the56

important processes of waning and boosting of immunity in this paper). The second key parameter,57

α, is the relative transmission rate of secondarily-infected individuals, compared to that following58

infection of naive susceptibles. The parameters ε and α therefore combine to modulate the net59

transmission rate from breakthrough infections.60

Estimating ε and α. In the early stages of the pandemic (especially pre-vaccination), a lack61

of testing and longitudinal infection data made estimation of these important parameters nigh on62

impossible, especially given changes in vaccine effectiveness against infection. Recently, however,63

a number of studies have started to address these questions17–22. In particular, Pouwels et al.20 fol-64
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lows large groups of randomly tested individuals to calculate a recent Vaccine Effectiveness (V E)65

against infection of around 70% in the UK; this figure is bracketed by other recent estimates17–19, 21.66

In the Supplementary Information (section 4), we show that relative susceptibility in the simple67

model of the next section equates approximately to ε = 1− V E, when incidence is low at the start68

(and end) of outbreaks. Furthermore, we demonstrate that higher incidence of infection magnifies69

estimates of V E; thus, if anything, 1− V E is a lower bound for the breakthrough susceptibility, ε.70

Given the range of uncertainties, plus the possibility of future escape variants, we explore a range71

of values for ε below. Clearly, however, recent estimates of V E indicate that ε is not close to zero,72

consistent with a degree of susceptibility to vaccine breakthrough.73

Recent estimates of the relative transmissibility, α, of the delta strain in vaccinated individ-74

uals indicates high transmission, comparable to viral shedding in naive, susceptible individuals23;75

however, the duration of breakthrough shedding may be shorter24. In line with previous work5–7,76

we initially make the pessimistic assumption that α = 1, then explore the impact of lower values.77

In the next section, we begin with a simple model for the invasion of a new strain into a78

partially-vaccinated population, exploring how the interaction of primary and secondary infection79

shapes the resulting outbreak. The initial motivational model assumes a well-mixed, immunologically-80

homogeneous population. In subsequent sections, we consider how a number of biological refine-81

ments tune our results. In particular, we explore the impact of immunological heterogeneity, via82

polarized vaccinal immunity25, where some individuals are completely susceptible to breakthrough83

infections. We also explore the impact of population-level transmission heterogeneities on our re-84

sults, notably the social separation between vaccinated and susceptible individuals seen in some85

settings 26.86
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A homogeneous variant invasion model87

Basic framework We explore the interaction between primary population susceptibility and vac-88

cine breakthrough using the following simple, relatively optimistic scenario. Assume that a country89

well supplied with well-matched vaccines has achieved vaccinal herd immunity against the pre-90

vailing strain. Again optimistically, assume SIR dynamics and a reproduction ratio R0,E for this91

endemic variant. Herd immunity to eliminate the current variant is then achieved by reducing the92

fully susceptible proportion of the population to or below S = 1/R0,E .93

A new variant now invades the population at a low initial prevalence I(0). The variant has94

a reproduction ratio R0,I for fully susceptible individuals. Initially, we assume R0,I > R0,E; this95

assumption is relaxed below. Finally, we assume that the new variant causes some breakthrough96

infection from a ‘leaky’ vaccine, such that the reproduction ratio of the new variant on vaccinated97

individuals (i.e., the effective reproduction number in a fully vaccinated population) is R(V )
0 =98

εR0,I , where 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 is the proportional reduction in susceptibility for vaccinees (and the99

resulting relative onward transmission, α = 1). Finally, γ is the recovery rate of infected individuals100

who move into the recovered class, R. The dynamics of the ensuing outbreak are then controlled101

by the following equations:102

(2a)
dS

dt
= −βSI

(2b)
dV

dt
= −εβV I

(2c)
dI

dt
= βI(S + εV )− γI

(2d)
dR

dt
= γI

5
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We neglect host vital dynamics, model the outbreak of the new variant as a simple epidemic,103

and initially consider a homogeneously-mixed population. For simplicity, the previous variant is104

assumed to be locally eliminated. Furthermore, we make the optimistic assumption that natural105

infection is fully immunizing. S are susceptible individuals (all state variables are proportions of106

the total population) and V those vaccinated against the previous variant at the start of the outbreak.107

To focus on the ensuing epidemic dynamics, we assume that further vaccinations do not occur108

during the outbreak.109

The baseline infection rate of susceptibles is β and the recovery rate from infection is γ;110

The associated basic and effective reproduction ratios on susceptibles are R0,I = β/γ and R(S)
eff =111

βS(t)/γ respectively. The corresponding infection rate of vaccinees is εβ and we assume the same112

recovery rate γ. Thus the vaccinee reproduction ratios are R(V )
0 = εR0,I = εβ/γ and R(V)

eff =113

εβV (t)/γ.114

Model dynamics The new variant invades at time zero, at a low prevalence, I(0) = 10−6 (qualita-115

tive results are not sensitive to this exact value); the initial susceptible proportion is S(0) = 1/R0,E .116

Initially, we assume that vaccination does not completely immunize anyone against the new vari-117

ant, so that R(0) = 0 (this pessimistic assumption is relaxed below). Consequently, the vaccinated118

proportion: V (0) = 1 − S(0) − I(0) − R(0) dominates the initial population. Finally, we set the119

average duration of infection to 1/γ = 1 week.120

We explore the resulting invasion dynamics of the new variant by calculating the final size121

of the simple epidemic (see Eq. (S1), Supplementary Information). Figure 1A shows the final122

size as a function of the vaccinee reproduction ratio R(V )
0 = εβ/γ. As expected, for zero vaccine123

breakthrough (ε = 0), the epidemic is small and limited to primary susceptibles. AsR(V )
0 increases,124
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Figure 1: Invasion dynamics of the basic model: Equations 2. A (Left), final size with inset epidemic as

a function ofR(V )
0 , B (Right) Epidemic and associated reproduction ratios for ε = 0.05. The pale blue

curve is the equivalent epidemic for ε = 0. Note that “Rep S” denotes R(S)
eff , “Rep V” denotes R(V )

eff ,

and “Rep total” denotesR(S)
eff +R(V )

eff .
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the final size rises monotonically as more vaccinees become infected. Though this qualitative125

pattern is intuitive, the rapid increase in the epidemic seen in Figure 1A (and the associated inset126

epidemic plot) is surprising – the epidemic reaches almost a third of the population even though127

the associated vaccinee reproduction ratio is only around 0.5.128

The explanation for this rapid rise in the final size becomes clear if we consider the effective129

reproduction ratio of infection for the invading variant. For infection to increase in Equations (1),130

we require131

(3)
dI

dt
= βI(S + εV )− γI > 0

Hence132

(4)
βS(t)

γ
+
εβV (t)

γ
> 1

As defined above, the two terms on the left of the inequality are the effective reproduction133

ratios for susceptible and vaccinated individuals respectively, i.e.,134

(5a)R(S)
eff +R(V)

eff > 1

The total reproduction ratio of infection is thus the sum of transmission in the two population135

components. The resulting outbreak dynamics are illustrated in the simulation in Figure 1B, where136

the invading reproduction ratio, R0,I = 10 and ε = 0.05. This leads to an initial epidemic in the137

susceptible population which drives infection into the vaccinated group, even though their repro-138

duction ratio (R(V )
0 = 0.5) is significantly less than unity. Because there are so many vaccinated139

individuals, this leads to a larger and more violent epidemic (dark blue curve in Figure 1B) than140

would be observed if there were no vaccine breakthrough infections (ε = 0, light blue curve).141
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We can further dissect the large impact of a relatively low breakthrough infection rate on the142

susceptible and vaccinated populations by separating the infected class into infections from pri-143

mary, naive susceptibles (IS) and from vaccinees (IV ). Correspondingly, RS and RV are recovered144

individuals from the susceptible and vaccinated classes. The resulting epidemic model is:145

(6a)
dS

dt
= −βS(IS + IV )

(6b)
dV

dt
= −εβV (IS + IV )

(6c)
dIS
dt

= βS(IS + IV )− γIS

(6d)
dIV
dt

= εβV (IS + IV )− γIV

(6e)
dRS

dt
= γIS

(6f)
dRV

dt
= γIV

Figure 2 uses this model to repeat the final size calculation, split into susceptible and vacci-146

nated epidemics and across a range of breakthrough proportions, ε, of the invading variant. Focus-147

ing first on proportion infected of total population (Figure 2A), these results bear out Figure 1A,148

in that both susceptible and vaccinated final epidemic sizes can be magnified by their interactions149

even if the reproduction ratio of infection of vaccinees is less than unity (area to the left of the red150

vertical line). This pattern even holds when the invading reproduction ratio, R0,I is less than that151

of the previous variant (R0,I = 6, 7) as long as ε is sufficiently high.152

Given the ability of current COVID-19 vaccines to reduce clinical severity, the division be-153

tween infection of primary susceptibles and vaccinees also stresses that much of the increase in154

total cases in Figure 2A will hopefully be mild infections. However, another perspective on this155
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Figure 2: Illustrations of final size relations in the simple epidemic model. (A) The final fractions of the

total population that become infected among susceptibles (solid line) and vaccinees (dashed lines). (B)

The relative fraction of initially susceptible or vaccinated individuals that become infected during the

epidemic. In both (A) and (B), each sub-panel depicts a different invasionR0,I and the vertical dashed

red line is the value of ε for which εR0,I = 1. (C) The absolute (top row) and relative to initial fractions

(bottom row) of susceptibles (left column) and vaccinees (right column) that are infected during the

epidemic as functions of ε andR0,I .
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result is illustrated in Figure 2B, where we plot the associated proportion of initial susceptibles and156

vaccinees infected. Here, the proportion of susceptibles infected via the vaccinal epidemic is much157

larger as ε increases, illustrating the impact of the breakthrough epidemic.158

In Figure 2C, we present these fractions and proportions of infected individuals across a159

range of values for the reproduction ratio of the invading strain. In a largely vaccinated population,160

a variant with a slight increase in ε leads to larger epidemics among both the susceptibles and the161

vaccinees than those caused by more transmissible variants (compare horizontal and vertical axes).162

In addition, the worst epidemics occur when a variant has a combination of higher transmissibility163

and vaccine escape (top right of each panel). As before, these results are due to the feedback164

between infected vaccinees and susceptibles enabled by transmissible breakthrough infections.165

Immunological uncertainties t166

Transmissibility of breakthrough infections So far, in line with recent evidence that infectious break-167

through infections may be relatively transmissible23, 27, we have made the conservative assumption168

that such infections are as transmissible as those in fully susceptible individuals. In the Supple-169

mentary Information, we relax this assumption and instead assume that the relative transmission170

of breakthrough infections is 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. We obtain a corresponding final size relation for this171

expanded model (see Eq. (S7)), and in Figure S1 present final size values across ranges of α and ε.172

Intuitively, our results are qualitatively similar across values of α, though with dampened epidemic173

sizes in both susceptibles and vaccinees if breakthrough infections are substantially less transmis-174

sible.175

Dynamics of susceptibility in vaccinees Our basic model makes the simplest (relatively pessimistic)176

assumption that all vaccinated individuals are equally susceptible to breakthrough infection; this177
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Figure 3: The impact of the nature of immunity on epidemic sizes. The absolute and relative final

sizes are determined as a function of the two immunity parameters ε1 and ε2, where ε2 denotes the

fraction of vaccinated individuals with total immunity (i.e. cannot get infected), and ε1 is the reduction

in susceptibility imparted by the presence of vaccinal immunity in the 1 − ε2 fraction of ‘susceptible’

vaccinated individuals. The sub-panels for this figure are as in Figure 2C.

corresponds to a leaky vaccine, controlled by the susceptibility parameter, ε. A more optimistic178

scenario would be a mixed history-polarized immunity model28, where a proportion ε2 of vaccinees179

are potentially fully immune to breakthrough; thus, a proportion 1− ε2 of vaccinees have a reduced180

susceptibility to breakthrough during the invading outbreak. As before, breakthrough infection in181

the reduced-susceptibility group (1 − ε2)V is controlled by the proportional parameter ε1. Final182

size calculations for this refined model are described in Eqs. (S8), Supplementary Information.183

In practice, we still have little idea for SARS-CoV-2 of the immune heterogeneity determined184

by the balance between ε1 and ε2; Figure 3 thus explores a range of values of these parameters.185

As complete immunity after vaccination (ε2) increases (denoting increasingly optimistic scenarios186
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for vaccinal immunity), the fraction of susceptible individuals that are infected in the epidemic187

decreases, especially for larger values of ε1 (vertical transects, bottom-left panel). For large enough188

ε1, infections among vaccinees markedly decrease as ε2 increases (vertical transects, bottom-right189

panel). Therefore, it is critical to determine the exact immunological status of hosts that encounter190

breakthrough infections, in order to properly estimate the relative contributions of ε1 and ε2 to191

invasion dynamics.192

Impact of transmission heterogeneities Transmission heterogeneities can have significant im-193

pacts on epidemic dynamics and prospects of control5, 10. We focus first on an important hetero-194

geneity in the current pandemic, which may be particularly salient for the dynamics of vaccine195

breakthrough. Specifically, we consider a simple model for imperfect mixing between vaccinated196

and susceptible populations, due to underlying spatial or social heterogeneities. We achieve this by197

reducing transmission between susceptible and vaccinated groups by a factor κ, 0 < κ ≤ 1 (κ = 1198

recovers the homogeneous model). This leads to the following modification of Equations (5).199

(7a)
dS

dt
= −βS(IS + κIV )

(7b)
dV

dt
= −εβV (κIS + IV )

(7c)
dIS
dt

= βS(IS + κIV )− γIS

(7d)
dIV
dt

= εβV (κIS + IV )− γIV

(7e)
dRS

dt
= γIS

(7f)
dRV

dt
= γIV

The final size calculation for this model is set out in Eqs. (S10) (Supplementary Information)200
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Figure 4: The impact of simple heterogeneity in transmission on epidemic sizes. We assume 0 < κ ≤ 1

denotes strength of interactions between the susceptibles and vaccinees, and examine the interaction

of κ with ε. In this figure, all sub-panels are as in Figure 2C.

and plotted as a function of ε and κ. Intuitively, Figure 4 shows that reducing across-group trans-201

mission can mitigate the impact of the dual epidemic, reducing number of infections in both suscep-202

tible and vaccinated groups. This is partly because of the heterogeneity but also because reducing203

κ lowers average transmission. In the Supplementary Information (see Eqs. (S11) and Fig. S2),204

we analyze a model which scales κ such that average R0 is constant; this generates much more205

subtle effects on the dual epidemic. For example, if vaccinees alone cannot sustain an epidemic,206

then heterogeneity in transmission tends to increase the number of infections among susceptible207

individuals. On the other hand, if transmission is sustained among vaccinees, then heterogeneity208

may lead to fewer infections among the susceptibles (Fig. S2).209
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Discussion210

The consequences of the dynamics of vaccine breakthrough by invading viral variants are emerging211

as a vital issue for the future of the COVID-19 pandemic. Here, we use simple models to explore212

the potential interaction between outbreaks in susceptible and vaccinated sub-populations. We213

show that a susceptible epidemic can potentiate vaccine breakthrough even when the reproduction214

ratio for vaccinees is less than unity. In turn, transmission from a large vaccinated population can215

drive the susceptible epidemic. We show that this potentiation arises because the reproduction ratio216

of the invading variant is the sum of transmission in the susceptible and vaccinated classes. By217

way of an ecological analogy, the invading variant is acting as a ‘generalist predator’29 with growth218

rate driven by two sources of ‘prey’. We stress that these interactions are likely to appear in more219

complex models for imperfect vaccinal immunity (eg,5); our aim here was to explore the interaction220

explicitly with simple models.221

To characterize these dynamics further, we need to measure the susceptibility to vaccine222

breakthrough. As reviewed in the Introduction, there are still considerable uncertainties in the223

estimation of ε; however, it does appear as though ε is markedly larger than zero for the delta224

variant20. The results in Figure 2 give a qualitative feel for the impact of this parameter: if ε is small,225

for example if ε < 0.01, there will be a small impact of the interacting epidemics. However, if there226

is more breakthrough (higher ε) for current or future variants, the effect could be much stronger,227

especially if the invader has an increased reproduction ratio over current infections. On the latter228

point, Figure 2 underlines that reduction of an invadingR0 by non-pharmaceutical interventions or229

frequent testing is a crucial adjunct to mass vaccination.230

The onward infection parameter after breakthrough, α, is also an important parameter. In231
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line with recent estimates23, we take the conservative approach of setting α to unity. We then show232

that reducing α mitigates the interaction of breakthrough with the overall epidemic; note, however,233

that α could in principle increase above unity for future variants, worsening the impact of vaccine234

breakthrough.235

Our modeling makes a number of simplifying assumptions, some of which prompt areas for236

future work. These can be usefully be categorized as pessimistic versus optimistic in terms of pro-237

jected infection rates. Immunologically, our assumption of strongly immunizing (SIR) dynamics238

for natural infection is optimistic; weaker immunity would increase the interaction between trans-239

mission from vaccinal versus natural breakthrough. In terms of immunological heterogeneity, we240

began by assuming uniform ‘history-based’ immunity across all vaccinees25; we then explore a241

more general balance between history-based and polarized immunity: where the latter assumes a242

proportion of ‘fully’ immunized vaccinees at the start of the epidemic. We show that this hetero-243

geneity can have a marked effect on the population impact of breakthrough infection; however, firm244

evidence of widespread polarized immunity against COVID-19 is lacking, so that the history-based245

assumption is probably reasonable initially.246

We find that introducing heterogeneity in transmission into our basic model reduces the im-247

pact of the transmission interaction between susceptible and vaccinee subpopulations. This is248

mainly because population heterogeneity reduces average R0; as illustrated by scaling R0 to be249

constant at different levels of heterogeneity, which maintains the impact of vaccine breakthrough.250

For illustration, we focused on heterogeneities in mixing between vaccinated and susceptible pop-251

ulations; more complex patterns (eg adding high and low transmitters within these groups; results252

not shown) generate similar qualitative conclusions.253
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One arguably overoptimistic feature of our basic invasion model is that we assume a very254

highly vaccinated population at the start. In practice, there are likely to be significant pools of255

susceptibility to COVID-19 infection, for example associated with incidence of vaccine hesitancy256

or susceptibility in younger children. Even given standard spatial and social heterogeneities in257

mixing30, we cannot exclude significant mixing between susceptibles and vaccinees at some scales258

(for example parents and younger children). Estimating the impact of these heterogeneities on the259

broader epidemic is an urgent area for future work, as is the impact of waning and boosting of260

natural immunity.261

One potential route to reduce vaccine breakthrough and its potential broader consequences is262

by administration of vaccine boosters31. However, this strategy only works in countries with access263

to ample vaccine supplies and the ability to administer multiple doses of complex vaccines over264

time. Without a major investment in equitable global mass vaccination, we cannot exclude the like-265

lihood of significant future evolution of transmissive and immunologically elusive new variants7.266

Our simple invasion model illustrates a possible future for highly vaccinated countries in a world267

of vaccine nationalism: a series of new invading variants with ensuing epidemics and a scramble268

to revaccinate. The only way off this immunological rollercoaster is by a major and rapid invest-269

ment in equitable global mass vaccination against SARS-CoV-2 and the development of second270

and third generation vaccines with enhanced transmission-blocking ability and increased duration271

of protection.272
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